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Information on long-range order improves the structure deter-
mination of macromolecules by NMR, especially in the case of
extended conformation or modular architecture.1 Insertion of
paramagnetic spin labels at specific sites allows the exploration
of molecular structure at long distances.2,3 The anisotropic
magnetic susceptibility of the paramagnetic center induces shifts
in the nuclear resonance frequencies2 as well as a small degree
of molecular alignment in the magnetic field. The alignment gives
rise to measurable residual dipolar coupling,3 dependent on the
orientation of nuclear vectors with respect to a molecular
coordinate system. Both paramagnetic shifts and residual dipolar
couplings provide long-range orientational information which
complements local structural constraints such as proton nOe and
3J scalar coupling constants. In this paper, a novel source of long-
range structural information in paramagnetic macromolecules is
investigated. Structural constraints are obtained from the accurate
measurement of cross-correlated relaxation rate constants involv-
ing the static magnetic moment of the paramagnetic center. An
NMR experiment has been designed to quantitatively measure
the effect on the1H spectrum of15N-labeled molecules.

Relaxation of nuclear spins in the presence of a paramagnetic
center is influenced by time-modulated dipolar interactions with
the magnetic moment of the electron spinS. When the electronic
spin relaxation is fast compared to the molecular tumbling (Te ,
τc), the electron spin is decoupled from the nuclear spins and the
line-broadening in the NMR spectrum is minimal. However, a
dipolar interaction remains with the static electron magnetic
momentµbS, which depends on the relative populations of the
electronic energy levels.4 The inducedCurie spin relaxation,4a

or susceptibility relaxation,4b gives rise to differential line-
broadening of the doublet lines in a scalar-coupled two-spin
system, an effect recently observed in cytochromec3.5 This
paramagnetic cross-correlation between the1H-Curie spin and
1H-15N dipolar interactions is conceptually identical to1H CSA/
1H-15N dipolar cross-correlated relaxation.6

In the high-temperature approximationµbS can be expressed in
terms of the molecular susceptibility tensorøj and the external
magnetic field BB: µbS ) øjBB. For the simplified case of an
isotropically tumbling rigid macromolecule with an isotropic
susceptibility tensorø the cross-correlated relaxation rate constant
ΓH,H-N

Curie,DD is given by7

with the constantKcross ) 2/5 (µo/4π)2 h/2π γH
2 γN/〈rH-N

3〉, θ is
the angle defined by the triangle N-H-S, andrH-S represents
the distance between the amide proton and the electronic spin
which is assumed to be localized on the iron (Figure 2). The
magnetic susceptibilityø is given by: ø ) γS

2(h/2π)2S(S + 1)/
3kT, whereS is the Curie-spin quantum number.8 A large value
of ø is expected for paramagnetic labels with a high spin quantum
numberS. For most systems, however, this simple relation is not
strictly valid as the electronic energy levels are modified by the
spin-orbit coupling.2a,b

The favorablerH-S
-3 dependence of the cross-correlated relax-

ation rate constantΓH,H-N
Curie,DD compared to auto-correlated para-

magnetic relaxation (∝rH-S
-6 ) or 1H-1H nOe (∝rH-H

-6 ) makes it an
ideal candidate for obtaining long-range structural information
in macromolecules. To investigate this cross-correlation effect
experimentally, we have chosen the ferrocytochromec′ from
Rhodobacter capsulatusas a model system (Figure 1).9 High-
resolution crystal structures are available for the oxidized10a and
a diamagnetic butylisocyanide-bound form of the molecule.10b In
the reduced form the heme iron is in a high spin state (S) 2) as
indicated by EPR and magnetic susceptibility measurements.9 A
diamagnetic form of cytochromec′ (S) 0) is also obtained when
complexed to carbon monoxide. Different experimental techniques
have been proposed recently to measure1H CSA/1H-15N dipolar
cross-correlation effects in proteins.11 For the present study a
sensitivity enhanced TROSY pulse sequence12 was modified to
include a transverse1H relaxation period prior to detection. The
relaxation decay of the individual doublet lines described by the
spin operatorsH+

R and H+
â is monitored by recording series of

2D 1H-15N correlation spectra. The pulse scheme and experi-
mental details are provided as Supporting Information.

Intensity ratios were extracted for 91 well-resolved cross-peaks
in the spectra of ferrocytochromec′ and assigned to nuclear
positions in the polypeptide sequence as reported previously.9

ScalarJHN coupling evolution during the relaxation period ensures
monoexponential decay of the cross-peak intensities6 as dem-
onstrated in Figure 1. Relaxation rate constantsΓH,H-N )
ΓH,H-N

Curie,DD + ΓH,H-N
CSA,DD are calculated from the measured intensity* To whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail: bernhard@rmn.ibs.fr.
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ratios. As amide proton CSA tensors can significantly vary in
a protein,11 we have measured the diamagnetic contribution
ΓH,H-N

CSA,DD on carbon monoxide-bound cytochromec′. The ex-
pected linearB0-field dependence was confirmed by repeating
the experiment at three magnetic field strengths (Supporting
Information).

The simple relation forΓH,H-N
Curie,DD in eq 1 assumes the absence

of significant local motion in the protein. Therefore, data from
the N- and C-terminal residues have been excluded from further
analysis as15N relaxation provided evidence for large amplitude
nanosecond time-scale motion in these parts of the molecule.9b

The ΓH,H-N
Curie,DD rate constants measured for the remaining 86

amide protons are plotted in Figure 2 as a function ofP2(cosθ)/
rH-S

3 . The observed linear correlation is remarkable (r ) 0.96)
taking into account the possibility of small structural changes
between the crystal and the solution structure or between the free

and the carbon monoxide-bound forms of the protein. The largest
deviations from linearity are observed for the amide protons of
residues S20 and G85. In both cases a possible explanation for
this discrepancy can be found when looking in detail at the
structures.10 The amide proton of G85 is involved in hydrogen
bonding with the aromatic side chain of H89 which adopts two
different conformations in the crystal structure, suggesting con-
formational disorder in this region of the molecule. The amide
proton of S20 is close to the iron (rH-S ) 10.4 Å) and the angle
θ differs by 8° between the two reported crystal structures. This
small difference introduces a shift ofP2(cosθ)/rH-S

3 from 0.37 to
0.17 nm-3, which agrees very well with the measured relaxation
rate constant (Figure 2). This example illustrates the sensitivity
of the relaxation rate constants not only to the distance from the
paramagnetic center but also to small angular variations.

In principle, anisotropic rotational diffusion and anisotropic
susceptibility of the molecule can be explicitly taken into account
for structural interpretation of the measured relaxation rate
constants. Analytical expressions for the cross-correlated spectral
density functionJH-S,H-N

aniso (ω) reported by Cuperlovic et al.13

were used to investigate the effect of motional anisotropy on the
geometrical factorP2(cos θ)/rH-S

3 , as shown in the Supporting
Information. The global error bar forP2(cosθ)/rH-S

3 in Figure 2
takes into account the inaccuracy introduced by the simplified
motional model. Despite the significant anisotropic rotational
diffusion of cytochromec′ (Dxx ) 1.37,Dyy ) 1.68,Dzz ) 2.13
× 107s-1),9b this uncertainty remains small compared to the
P2(cos θ)/rH-S

3 distribution. For the study of biomolecules at
high magnetic fields use of the simple isotropic diffusion model
seems to be sufficient to derive structural information from the
measurement ofΓH,H-N

Curie,DD relaxation rate constants. In the case of
an anisotropic susceptibility tensorøj the relaxation rate constants
become additionally dependent on theøj tensor orientation.
However, as long as the magnetic anisotropy is at least an order
of magnitude smaller than the average susceptibility, the correction
to the relaxation rate constants as described by eq 1 is small and
can be safely neglected.4b

Accurate measurement of the NMR parameters is the basis for
their use as restraints in a structure refinement protocol. In the
present case largeΓH,H-N

Curie,DD rate constants in the range from-12
to +6 s-1 with an average precision of(0.5 s-1 are obtained for
nuclear sites as far as 15 Å away from the paramagnetic center,
thus providing important long-range structural information. As
the NMR experiment is based on the sensitive TROSY pulse
scheme we expect that accurate rate constants will be obtained
even in the case of large biomolecular complexes. In general the
magnetic susceptibility is not known andø has to be treated as
oneadditional floating parameter to be determined during structure
refinement. The methodology presented in this paper is applicable
to every molecule containing a paramagnetic spin label with a
large magnetic susceptibility and fast electron spin relaxation.
Curie spin-nuclear spin cross-correlated relaxation rate constants
together with paramagnetic shifts and residual dipolar couplings
provide a powerful source of long-range structural information
in these systems.
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Figure 1. Intensity ratiosI(H+
â )/I(H+

R ) obtained for the amide protons of
E8, F31, A73, and N77 in ferrocytochromec′ are plotted as a function
of the relaxation timeTrelax. For E8I(H+

R )/I(H+
â ) ratios are plotted as the

cross-correlation effect is of opposite sign. The ratios were measured
with the pulse scheme of Figure S1 on a Varian INOVA spectrometer
(B0 ) 18.8 T). Relaxation rate constants were obtained from an
exponential fit (solid lines) to the functionI(HR

+)/I(Hâ
+) ) exp{ΓH,H-N/

2Trelax}. A ribbon representation of the four helix-bundle structural motif
of cytochromec′ and the covalently attached heme is also shown.

Figure 2. Correlation plot of measuredΓH,H-N
Curie,DD relaxation rate con-

stants (B0 ) 18.8 T) andP2(cos θ)/rH-S
3 calculated from the crystal

structure of ferricytochromec′.10a The structural parametersθ and rH-S

are defined as shown in the lower left corner of the figure. The data
cover a distance range of 9.5 Åe rH-S e 27.4 Å. For amide protons
closer than 9.5 Å to the paramagnetic center no quantitative information
was obtained due to paramagnetic line-broadening. The open circle
corresponds to theP2(cos θ)/r3

H-S value of S20 calculated from the
butylisocyanide-bound form of cytochromec′.10b The error bar indicated
in the upper right corner corresponds to the standard deviationσ between
the values obtained with the anisotropic and isotropic motional models.
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